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SymSoil TM Inc. NAMED AMONG MOST PROMISING AGTECH CO’S 2019
“Start-Up City Magazine” Features SymSoil in Top 15 AgTech’s to Watch
SANTA ROSA, CA – September 30, 2019 –Leadership, progress, technology,
mission, and business model were considered when SymSoilTM was recently
awarded a significant distinction. Startup City Media serves timely business
data and insight to C-Level officers, CIO's, CEO's, and CPO's in addition to
business accelerators and investors.
Responding to the honor, SymSoil CEO Elizabeth Pearce said, “The tribute and recognition of bringing
this attention to our products and mission is terrific. We are constantly amplifying our efforts supporting
regenerative agriculture and SymSoil. We are positive disruptors in making an accessible, natural, easily
applied, and quite profitable product. The returns on investment by conditioning the soil cannot be
denied. There is no downside. I cannot be more enthused to have this national audience of corporate,
impact and agriculture investors become knowledgeable of our company.”
Start Up’s Managing Editor, Kenneth Thomas edited remarks has the following accolades, “The scope of
AgTech advancements over the past couple of years is nothing short of astonishing . . . In comparison to
other sectors . . . agriculture stands out due to its compelling long-term fundamentals facing sharp focus
on resource constraints and sustainability . . . these startups are constantly proving their mettle. We
hope you build partnerships you and your firm need for fostering a technologically-driven agricultural
environment. Thomas signed off on SymSoil’s award with the following: “In commendation of their
relentless pursuit of excellence and innovation in the AgTech.”
READ the article here: Digital Magazine Link
-XXXAbout SymSoil TM, Inc.
A California “B (Benefit)-Corporation” has the first patent-pending scalable solution to restore
indigenous crop-specific and regional soil-specific microbes. Its premier Robust Compost significantly
and cost efficiently increases nutrient density and crop yields. SymSoilTM Inc. uses a collaborative
approach utilizing corporate, community, academic and public research partnerships in bringing its
innovative products (Robust Compost), services (Best Practice Certifications) and consulting business
streams to market.
For more information contact: Eli Bakofsky at ebakofsky@symsoil.com. Or www.SymSoil.com.

